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The dissertation confirm the renaisance of grotesque art in Vietnamese fiction in detail 

and Vietnamese literature in general. It is the result of indepentdence, mind innovation, 

discern innovation. 

The dissertation also points out the development of grotesque art from traditional 

literature to date, ascertaining that the grotesque art in Vietnamese fiction from 1986 to 2012 

inherited, developed and innovated the grotesque art in the history of national literature. That 

is the continuity, creation of grotesque art in the traditional literature source. 

The scope of the research in the dissertation is limited to the representation of 

grotesqueness on two aspects, idea contents and styles of expression. The dissertation 

explores the expression of grotesque art through the character image system (caricatured 

portraits, Queer character, Grotesque female character), space (grotesque rural village,  

grotesque city  and War – life grotesque), time (Past time and unusual view, beyond the time 

or grotesque time perception, time erasing border between new-born and destroyed things). 

Simultaneously, grotesqueness is revealed through ways of expression like language (urban 

language or The language of the overfamiliar with square, internet language, game language), 

tones (Parody tone, The unreliable and anxious tone, self-satirizing tone), symbols (sexual 

symbols, dream symbols, maze symbols). Grotesqueness is an adventure of a combination of 

mysterious and everyday life elements, humour, exaggeration, horror,  and contrast art 

The dissertation also appreciates the great role of grotesque art in the renovation of 

Vietnamese literature in general and fiction in particular, contributing to the innovation of the 

conception of reality, humans and genres. Literature not only reflects reality, but more 

importantly, it also creates reality. The writer has the right to create reality in accordance with 

his/ her own perception and experience. Reality is what I perceive. All entwine together to 

reveal another dimension of reality. Accordingly, reality in today’s literature is not only about 

what has happened, but also about what has been going on, what is taking shapes and what is 

in progress with all the chaos, non-logic, non-order, the reality within humans’ souls. The 

reality is not mono-dimensional nor unilateral, but multi-dimensional, multi-faceted and 

complicated. It is the reality which lies on the line between normality and abnormality, 

between sacredness and vulgarity, between unconsciousness, intuition and consciousness. 

In the innovation journey of Vietnamese literature, grotesqueness is considered to be the 

nuclear element of fiction, or in other words, the artistic essence of fiction, the central 

category of modern aesthetic paradigm. 
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